


HALLGRUPPEN
Hallgruppen is a world-wide supplier of relocatable 
tents, halls and storage solutions with over 30 years 
of experience. As a total contractor we help our 
clients to realize tailor-made projects with a strong 
focus on quality, safety and price.

HALLSEVENT

BUILDING-SITE TENTSCONSTRUCTION



HALLS
Hallgruppens halls can be used for multiple purposes. We 
supply Bulk halls, Sports halls, Storage halls, Insulated halls, 
Multi halls, Harbour/Offshore halls and more. 

Hallgruppen offer rental and sales of all types of halls and 
storage solutions specially designed to withstand challeng-
ing weather conditions. Hallgruppens halls comes as a hot 
dip galvanized steel structure with many different wall and 
roof solutions. 

Our consultants help you to find a solution that suits both 
your needs and budget.

 

STORAGE 80x100 m

HALL 30x40 m

STORAGE 44x122 m



BULK 45x80 mHALL 40x60 m
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HYBRIDHALL STORAGE HALL
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BULK  
STORAGE RIDGE HEIGHT 17.6m BULK HALL

BULK STORAGE OF 
ANTHRACITE COAL
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INSULATED HALL

INSULATED HALLINSULATED 
HALL

WITH 
INNER COVERS

INSULATED 
HALL

WITHOUT 
INNER COVERS

 HALL 40x40 m

 WALLPANELS 20x30 m
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CONSTRUCTION
Hallgruppen supplies everything from warehouse to office 
buildings where focus lies in resource and energy efficient 
utilization of materials and construction.

CAR WASH

FIRESTATION

New Projects

Rehabilitation of old buildings

Turnkey solution

Total contractor

When you have Hallgruppen as your total contractor  
you gain access to a flexible organization  of architects and 
engineers with the highest knowledge of regulations and 
requirements for complex building projects. 



OFFICE BUILDING

STEEL CLADDING

AGRICULTURE
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BUILDING-SITE
TENTS
Hallgruppens Building site tents are specially designed for 
a quick and safe assembly with all the flexible solutions a 
building site needs.  
These temporary tents are ideal for both short term rental 
and swift delivery, and we have solutions that allow you to 
choose to buy the tent permanently or rent it.  
Flexible and custom-made sizes are also available. 

ALL CONDITIONS



MAINTENANCE 
TENT 10x270 m

BUILDING-SITE 
TENT 110x19 m
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AID&EXPORT
Hallgruppen is a world-wide supplier of relocatable tents, 
halls and storage solutions for emergency operations and 
multiple purposes. Our structures are specially designed to 
withstand all kind of weather conditions. 

Hallgruppen supplies halls for storage of emergency goods 
and items such as food or medicine for humanitarian aid. 
Hallgruppen delivers everything from large insulated halls 
and building solutions to smaller tents and customized 
products. 

HAGUHALL 10x24 m
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EVENT&QUICKUP
We have everything you need for small or large-scale 
events. Hallgruppens event tents can be used for sport 
events, exhibitions such as car shows, dog shows, confer-
ences and fairs. We also provide furniture, floors, heat, 
lighting, walls and other equipment. 

GLASS PANELS
GRAND STAND 

w/ TENT COVER QUICK-UP Branding

DOUBLE-DECKER 15x35 m



TROLLEY 20 TABLES

TABLE 1.83 x 0.76 meter

RACING TENT 3x6 meter

WEDDING 4x8 meter

RACING TENT 4x8 meter

COCKTAIL TABLE
w/ COVER MANY COLORS

ROUND TABLE
w/ COVER Ø1.8 meter

TROLLEY 60 CHAIRS

ALEX CHAIRS

FURNITURE
The furniture is made of pure polyethylene 
with extreme durability. The furniture are 
moisture and UV resistant, requires minimal 
care, is stable and has high bearing capacity 
and shock resistance. The plastic tables and 
folding chairs can easily be merged, stacked 
in height and require little storage space. 
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DENMARK
www.halgruppen.dk 
post@halgruppen.dk 

+45 70 70 75 95

NORWAY
www.hallgruppen.no 
post@hallgruppen.no 

+47 40 00 50 77

SWEDEN
www.hallgruppen.se 
post@hallgruppen.se 

+46 10 498 41 00

OSLO

COPENHAGEN

GOTHENBURG

STOCKHOLM

TRONDHEIM

BERGEN

KALMAR

MALMÖ

Hallgruppen supplies  
World Wide


